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Abstract. Due to the XML’s flexibility and semi-structured nature, complications arise when trying 
to transplant data from one XML to another. Researchers have made great strides in solving the 
problem of integrating homogenous XML. But there are very few specifically addressing the 
problem of integrating heterogenous documents. We introduce XSD Matcher, a system for 
automatically mapping a collection of heterogeneous XML Schema’s. The key features of XSD 
Matcher are heterogenous domain, schema matching, element level granularity, use of linguistic 
and structure matching and exploiting type constraints. Experiments demonstrate that XSD Matcher 
is capable of identifying common elements between highly heterogenous XML schemas.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Computerised XML integration is a fundamental aspect of XML technology with endless 
applications such as data integration, e-Business, data warehouse and semantic query processing. 
XML Instance Integration is the integration of well-formed XML documents from the same domain 
such as Xmapper [4]. XML Schema Integration is the integration of well-formed XML schemas such 
as COMA [1], Cupid [6], DEEP [3], SF [7] and Xclust [5]. Hybrid techniques such as LSD [2] use 
instances and schemas both. Most of these techniques only deal with homogenous domain or uses 
XML DTD as an integration object. Researchers have made great strides in solving the problem of 
integrating homogenous XML documents, but the problem of integrating XML’s of vastly different 
contents remains mostly un-researched.  
 
This paper introduces XSD Matcher that conducts integration for heterogeneous XMLs with run-
time automation. It uses XML-Schema or XML Schema Definition (XSD) as an integration object. 
The result produced from integrating schemas also holds true for all document instances of the 
integrated schemas. The result can be reused for any other instances of these schemas, because the 
document definition outlined in a schema holds true for all document instances of that schema.  
 
2. The XSD Matcher Technique 
 
This section explains XSD Matcher with various characteristics such as the use of heterogenous 
domain, schema matching, element level granularity, use of linguistic and structure matching, and 
exploits type and cardinality constrains. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 – BookStore tree model   
 
 
2.1  XML-Schema Modelling 
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 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
            targetNamespace="http://www.books.org" 
            xmlns="http://www.books.org" 
            elementFormDefault="qualified"> 
    <xsd:element name="BookStore"> 
        <xsd:complexType> 
            <xsd:sequence> 
                <xsd:element ref="Book" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="unbounded"/> 
            </xsd:sequence> 
        </xsd:complexType> 
    </xsd:element> 
    <xsd:element name="Book"> 
        <xsd:complexType> 
            <xsd:sequence> 
                <xsd:element ref="Title" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/> 
                <xsd:element ref="Author" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/> 
                <xsd:element ref="Date" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/> 
                <xsd:element ref="ISBN" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/> 
                <xsd:element ref="Publisher" minOccurs="1" 
maxOccurs="1"/> 
            </xsd:sequence> 
        </xsd:complexType> 
    </xsd:element> 
    <xsd:element name="Title" type="xsd:string"/> Figure 2 – BookStore.xsd 
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 an element or attribute. 
the name of this node. 
Attribute of an element is modelled exactly the same as its child elements, but the minOccurs and 
maxOccurs fields of the attribute node are always 1.   
The linguistic set (lingSet) contains a set of short-forms (SF) (eg. uni = university), acronyms (DOB 
= date of birth) and synonyms (bill = invoice) associated with the last token of the node’s name. 
The node name is tokenised by white space, dash, underline and uppercase lettering. For example: 
 Tokenise(“my first name”) = {“my”, “first”, “name”} 
 Tokenise(“my-first-name”) = {“my”, “first”, “name”} 
 Tokenise(“my_first_name_”) = {“my”, “first”, “name”} 
 Tokenise(“myFirstName”) = {“my”, “First”, “Name”} 
Let Name be the name of the node; SF(word) be a function that returns a set of terms associated 
with the input word; Acronym(word) be a function that returns a set of acronyms associated with 
the input word; Synonym(word) be a function that returns a set of synonyms associated with the 
input word. Then 
 lingSet (Name) = SF(Name) U Acronym(Name) U Synonym(Name)  
An example is lingSet(“quantity”) = {“QTY”, “quantum”, “amount”, “measure”}. 
Another example is lingSet(“invoice”) = {“account”, “bill”, “invoice”}.  
Figure 2 shows an XSD document called “BookStore.xsd”, describing the data structure of a book 
store. Figure 1 shows “BookStore.xsd” represented in tree form. Each “BookStore” element 
contains one or more “Book” elements, each “Book” element contains one “title” element of base 
type string, etc.  In this particular implement of XSD tree, each element is followed by three sets of 
numbers enclosed in parentheses, each number represents dataType, minOccurs and maxOccurs and 
the size of the lingSet (Name) respectively. 
  
2.2  Linguistic Matching 
 
Linguistic Similarity (LSIM) indicates whether the names of two nodes have the same meaning. 
LSIM is a Boolean variable, true indicates the two names match and false indicates they do not 
match.  
Let Set be a set of words; node1 is a node and node2 is another node. 
If Set = lingSet(node1.Name) ∩ lingSet(node2.Name) and Set.length > 0 
Then LSIM(node1, node2) = true 
Else LSIM(node1, node2) = false 
 
An example LSIM: Let node1.Name = “quantity” and node2.Name = “amount” 
lingSet(“quantity”) = {QTY, quantum, amount, quantity, measure} 
lingSet(“amount”) = {quantum, sum, amount, come, total, amount_of_money, add_up, 
sum_of_money, quantity, measure, number} 
lingSet(“quantity”) ∩ lngSet(“amount”) = {quantum, amount, quantity, measure} 
Therefore LSIM(node1, node2) = true 
 
2.3  Structure Matching 
 
We assume that elements in XML documents are structured in a superordinate to subordinate 
hierarchy. A parent and child (immediate descendant) pair in this hierarchy have relationships 
verbalised by “has”, “contains” or “includes”.  In the example of Figure 1, each BookStore has one 
or more Books, each Book has one Title, one Author, one Date, one ISDN and one Publisher. The 
 
same relationship also exists between an ancestor and its descendant nodes, eg. each BookStore has 
one or more (Book) Titles, one or more (Book) Authors etc. It is this superordinate-subordinate 
relation of ancestor and descendant elements we exploit in structure matching. Structure matching 
(SSIM) determines the similarity of two node paths. We present a node path with an ordered set of 
nodes from the root node to a leaf node. For example, the node path for the node “Title” in Figure 2 
is represented as {BookStore, Book, Title}. Textually, a node path is expressed with xPath syntax 
(eg. /BookStore/Book/Title). 
 
To calculate SSIM, we first calculate the number of common nodes between two node paths (NCN). 
The order of the nodes within a node path holds significant sematic meaning; we cannot simply 
match any node from the source node path to any node of the target node path. We start from the 
leaf nodes. Path1[1] denotes the root node of Path1 and Path1[Path1.length] denotes the leaf node.   
 
Let NCN=0 at the start; Path1 = a node path; Path2 = another node path; i, j: integer variables 
If LSIM(Path1[Path1.length], Path2[Path2.length]) 
Then NCN = 1 
  j = Path2.length - 1 
For (i = Path1.length - 1; i > 0; i = i + 1) 
While  (j > 0) 
        If  (LSIM(Path1[i],path2[j])) 
     NCN = NCN + 1 
j = j - 1 
    Break from while loop 
    Else j = j - 1 
   End while loop 
End for loop 
Else  NCN = 0 
 
Once NCN is known, we calculate SSIM: 
SSIM(Path1,Path2) = (NCN(Path1,Path2) / Path1.length + NCN(Path1,Path2) / Path2.length) / 2 
 
SSIM ranges between [0, 1], where 0 indicates no similarity and 1 indicates the two node paths are 
logically identical.  The example in figure 3 demonstrates the process of calculating the SSIM of the 
Path1 and Path2. 
 
2.4 Type Matching 
 
Type matching is a process of determining the similarity of the types of two nodes.  Type Similarity 
(TSIM) ranges between [0, 1], 0 indicating nothing in common and 1 indicating the two node paths 
are logically identical.  TSIM is derived from a type similarity table defined by the system user.  The 
following is an example TSIM table.  According to this TSIM table, TSIM(String, Date) = 0.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
Type1 Type2 TSIM 
String String 1 
String Date 0.2 
Decimal Float 0.8 
 
2.5  Putting It All Together 
 
Path Similarity (PSIM) measures the overall similarity between two paths.  
PSIM(Path1, Path2) = W * SSIM(Path1, Path2) +   
 (1 – W) * TSIM(Path1.dataType, Path2.dataType) 
The weighting constant W is used to adjust the importance of SSIM and TSIM.  W is a real number 
ranging between [0 ,1]:  
• setting W to 0 means SSIM is of no importance and only TSIM contributes towards PSIM;  
• setting W to 1 means TSIM is of no importance and only SSIM contributes towards PSIM;  
• setting W to 0.5 means both SSIM and TSI contribute equally towards PSIM.   
PSIM ranges between [0, 1], 0 indicating no similarity and 1 meaning two paths matching perfectly.  
 
Following is the calculation of PSIM for the two node paths used in the previous example. 
Path1 = /invoice/item/quantity, Path2 = /store/item/account/QTY 
Path1.dataType = decimal, Path2.dataType = float 
SSIM(Path1, Path2) = 0.583 (see section 2.3) 
TSIM(Path1, Path2) = 0.8 (see section 2.4) 
Let W = 0.7 (user defined) 
PSIM = 0.7 * 0.583 + 0.3 * 0.8 = 0.6481 
 
 
 
The first step is to LSIM match the leaf nodes of Path1 and 
Path2. 
 
LSIM(qty, quantity) = true 
So we set NCN = 1 and move on to the next step. 
Here we start match the next Path1 node – item with nodes of 
Path2 in a descending order. 
 
LSIM(item, account) = false 
Move on to next Path2 node 
LSIM(item, item) = true 
So we set NCN = 2 and move to the next Path1 node – invoice. 
 
Here we match invoice with the next Path2 node – store. 
LSIM(invoice, store) = false 
 
Therefore 
NCN(Path1, Path2) = 2 
 
Note:  Although LSIM(invoice, account) = true 
“invoice” is parent of “item” and “account” is child of “item” 
therefore this match doesn’t count towards NCN. 
 
 
  SSIM(Path1, Path2) = ((2 / 3) + (2 / 4)) / 2 = 0.583  
 
Figure 3 – An example showing the working of SSIM  
 
 
2.6 Matching Multiple Elements 
 
Computationally matching two XSD’s is an (n x m) problem, where n is the number of leaves in the 
source schema and m is the number of leaves in the target schema.  XSD Matcher does this with a 
simple nested loop construct which cycles through all leaves of the source XSD tree against all 
leaves of the target XSD tree.  The matching results are stored in a database for later querying and 
analysis (Table 1). Figure 4 shows the source schema tree on the left and the target schema tree on 
the right with leave nodes highlighted. 
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Figure 4 – Source and Target XSD Trees 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1 – XSD Matcher Results table. W is set to 0.6 and only results with PSIM greater than 0.3 is 
recorded. 
 
The matching result table is useful in the applications that have to perform the data transplantation 
from source document to target document. The matching results table is only searched for to find all 
the mappings between the two documents or just selected elements. For example, the following 
 
SQL statement would retrieve all the mappings of Invoice.xsd onto BookStore.xsd when querying 
the stored result table in Table 1: 
SELECT * FROM results 
WHERE path1 like “/invoice/*” AND path2 like “/BookStore/*” 
This SQL statement would find all mappings of “/invoice/customer/name” onto any BookStore.xsd 
elements: 
SELECT * FROM results 
WHERE path1 like “/invoice/ customer/name”AND path2 like “/BookStore/*” 
 
3  Experiments and Results 
 
Factors such as the number of schemas, schema information (number of elements and depth of 
schema tree), schema similarity (subject domain), and auxiliary information (such as dictionary and 
thesauri, and weights and algorithm parameters) are considered when selecting the test input data. To 
provide a basis for evaluating the quality of XSD Matcher, the integration task first has to be 
conducted manually.  The obtained real integration result is used as the “model solution” to assess 
the quality of the XSD Matcher results. Comparison between the generated XSD Matcher result and 
the model solution is used to define quality measures for integration (Figure 5).  
 
 
 
   A: False Negatives B: True Positives 
   C: False Positives D: True Negatives     
 
 
Figure 5 – Solution Distribution Diagram 
 
Based on the cardinality of these sets, two common measurers – Precision and Recall are computed: 
 Precision = |B| / (|B| + |C|), Recall = |B| / (|B| + |A|) 
Precision reflects the share of real correspondences among all found matches.  Recall specifies the 
share of real correspondences that is found.  
 
We tested XSD Matcher on four XSD documents from three heterogenous subject domains (Table 2). 
The test XSDs were collected from XML.org Registry (www.xml.org/xml/registry.jsp) and from 
Microsoft BizTalk Server 2002 (www.microsoft.com/biztalk).  
 
   Table 2  – List of test data 
Schema File 
Name 
Subject Domain Organisation Leaf 
Count 
Max. Depth
CommonInvoice.x
sd 
Commerce BizTalk 
(www.microsoft.com/biztalk) 
65 3 
Collection.xsd Publishing Unknown 16 3 
REPML.xsd Accounting Systems-Europe 
(www.systemseurope.be) 
73 7 
CommonPO.xsd Commerce BizTalk 
(www.microsoft.com/biztalk) 
67 3 
 
We used the WordNet 1.7.1 lexical dictionary (www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn/) to generate the 
LingSet(Name).   
 
PSIM >= Source Schema Target Schema 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
CommonInvoice Collection 43 18 7 0 0 0 0 
CommonInvoice CommonPO 405 340 253 117 50 15 0 
CommonInvoice REPML 168 67 12 7 0 0 0 
Collection CommonInvoice 43 18 7 0 0 0 0 
Collection CommonPO 33 16 7 0 0 0 0 
Collection REPML 17 6 2 0 0 0 0 
CommonPO CommonInvoice 405 344 256 137 71 15 0 
CommonPO Collection 33 16 7 0 0 0 0 
CommonPO REPML 194 65 15 4 1 0 0 
REPML CommonInvoice 167 77 6 2 0 0 0 
REPML Collection 17 6 2 0 0 0 0 
REPML CommonPO 194 55 5 0 0 0 0 
Table 3 – Experiment Results. The weighting constant W is set to 0.7. 
 
The results (Table 3) show that the number of matchings and the subject domain similarity of the 
schemas are important factors in determining the number of successful PSIM results. Matches 
between CommonInvoice and CommonPO produced the greatest number of successful matches 
because of their subject similarity and large number of leaves.  By this logic, integrations involving 
REPML would also produce large number of successful matches, we see this is indeed the case.   
 
Source Schema Target Schema Precision Recall True Pos False Pos False Neg 
CommonInvoice Collection 6% 100% 3 40 0 
CommonInvoice CommonPO 27.16% 100% 110 295 0 
CommonInvoice REPML 22.02% 100% 37 131 0 
Collection CommonInvoice 6.98% 100% 3 40 0 
Collection CommonPO 12.12% 100% 4 29 0 
Collection REPML 29.41% 100% 5 12 0 
CommonPO CommonInvoice 29.41% 100% 110 295 0 
CommonPO Collection 9.09% 100% 3 30 0 
CommonPO REPML 21.13% 100% 41 153 0 
REPML CommonInvoice 21.56% 100% 36 131 0 
REPML Collection 35.29% 100% 6 11 0 
REPML CommonPO 21.13% 100% 41 153 0 
Table 4 – Results Stats for PSIM >= 0.3 
 
Tables 4 & 5 give precision and recall stats for PSIM>=0.3 and PSIM>=0.5 respectively. A higher 
precision means there are a greater number of real matches among all the identified matches. A 
higher recall means XSD Matcher missed fewer real matches. The table 4 shows that XSD Matcher 
has a tendency to over identify matches at low PSIM cut-offs (ie. 0.3), with extremely good recall 
(all 100%) but rather poor precision.  The table 5 shows when PSIM cut-off is set higher (ie. 0.5) the 
results seem to be more balanced, the precision has increased to over 30% while recall dropped 
slightly.  The phenomenon of a small drop in recall with the increase of PSIM cut-off doesn’t hold 
 
true in all cases, notably the recall values of integrations involving REPML drops significant with 
the increase of PSIM cut-off.  This is because REPML schema contains many deep levels (ie. max 
depth = 7) increasing the average length of node paths, and decreases the standard deviation of SSIM 
and PSIM. 
 
Source Schema Target Schema Precision Recall True Pos False Pos False Neg 
CommonInvoice Collection 28.57% 66.67% 2 5 1 
CommonInvoice CommonPO 35.17% 80.90% 89 164 21 
CommonInvoice REPML 33.33% 10.81% 4 8 33 
Collection CommonInvoice 28.57% 66.67% 2 5 1 
Collection CommonPO 28.57% 50% 2 5 2 
Collection REPML 50% 20% 1 1 4 
CommonPO CommonInvoice 35.93% 83.64% 92 164 18 
CommonPO Collection 28.57% 33.33% 2 5 1 
CommonPO REPML 60% 21.95% 9 6 32 
REPML CommonInvoice 42.86% 8.33% 3 4 33 
REPML Collection 50% 16.67% 1 1 5 
REPML CommonPO 60% 4.87% 3 2 38 
  Table 5 – Results Stats for PSIM >= 0.5 
 
Source Node Path 
Target Node Path 
PSIM 
/collection/recipe/title 
/REPMLRoot/Property/Document/Publication/@title
0.67 
/CommonInvoice/InvoiceSummary/CarrierDetail/@Routing 
/CommonPO/CarrierDetail/@Routing
0.71 
/CommonInvoice/Buyer/Address/@Name
/CommonPO/BillTo/Address/@Name
0.65 
/CommonInvoice/InvoiceHeader/@Type
/REPMLRoot/Property/Document/@Type
0.38 
 Table 6 – Matched Node Paths Examples 
 
Table 6 lists some examples of matched node paths. CommonInvoice and CommonPO has many 
similar node paths due to the large amount of common languages used.  Invoice and Purchase Order 
match each other well as they contain many concepts that mirror each other, eg. “Buyer/Address” in 
CommonInvoice and “BillTo/Address” in CommonPO.  The “Buyer” in an invoice is equivalent to 
the “BillTo” in a purchase order.  The Collection XSD had the most trouble matching onto the other 
schemas. Its subject domain was too diverse to other schemas which were all related to commerce 
containing elements of people, location and money.  However few elements of Collection were able 
to find suitable matches, eg. “/REPMLRoot/Property/Document/Publication/@title” and 
“/collection/recipe/title”. Semantically a “recipe” can be a “Document/Publication”; therefore a 
recipe title matches a document/publication title. 
 
4   Conclusion 
 
In this paper we have proposed an element-level matching technique for integrating heterogenous 
XML-Schemas. XSD Matcher was tested on various schemas and was shown capable of finding 
 
matches for heterogenous XSD’s. We modelled an XSD by bypassing the complexity of user defined 
types, namespaces and referential constraints. The LSIM algorithm uses the properties of English 
language to match the names of XML entities.  The SSIM algorithm is designed to take advantage of 
the superordinate-subordinate hierarchy of XML to match the node paths effectively. The TSIM is a 
simple yet effective method of finding similarity between built-in types. The weighted score PSIM 
was used to represent the final similarity between two XSD tree leaves.  
 
The implemented XSD Matcher system store the matching results in a database so mappings can be 
extracted using SQL queries. It is difficult to directly compare the effectiveness of XSD Matcher 
with others, as every system takes different types of input data, produce different types of output 
results and implement different interpretations of the term “Integration”.  However one area none of 
the previous systems addressed is the ability to effectively work with data from heterogenous 
domains using XML Schemas.  
 
Many aspects of the XSD Matcher system for integrating heterogenous XML is still very much in an 
infant state. The construction of better LingSets - with the use of better synonym, acronym, 
abbreviation or even subject specific dictionaries - will dramatically improve the effectiveness of 
XSD Matcher. Ontologies can be used in forming LingSet. The consideration of the ordering of 
tokenised entity names will also improve the effectiveness of LSIM matching. Implementing this 
design may have the implication of proved precision at the cost of reduced recall.  Further 
experiments must be conducted to find the optimal PSIM cut-off. 
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